
Synopsis

The name Egypt inspires admiration and a deep curiosity.  Inevitably, we tend to ask oursel-
ves: What magic from this country captivates our imagination?  Is it really our imagination
or is Egypt a truly magical place?

Egypt has always captivated the imagination of travelers, dreams and scholars.  Perhaps the
continual fascination with Egypt derives from the fact that it is not merely a historical refe-
rence of past glory, but a site and culture that continually inspires ongoing research and
study.  Proof of this is that there are constantly new discoveries that marvel and astonish us,
particularly those detailing the advanced nature of this civilization that was so long ago born
on the banks of the Nile.  Adding to the universal appeal surrounding Egyptian history are
the internal wars, invasions, family conflicts, and tensions between the monarchy and the
clergy.  Despite these misfortunes, Egypt has still produced men and women who have be-
come important figures in international history. 
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Biography

Luis González González is a research from Galicia who has dedicated more
than a decade studying and understanding ancient Egypt.  His work has led
him to present at numerous academic conferences and to participate in tele-
vision programs such as “Un viaje iniciático por el Antiguo Egipto”, “La es-
tirpe de Isis”, and “Tutankhamen y la KV 62”” on regional stations in Spain.  He
has also authored numerous articles on this topic and has contributed to radio
programs like La rosa de los vientos.

Did you know that...

... the formula for aspirin was first used in Egypt?

...the mummy of Ramses II held tobacco leaves in his thorax?

...the first workers strike in history was organized in Egypt?

…the first magic trick involving illusion was performed in Egypt and was the same trick that
David Copperfield performed in the 1990s?

The complete history of the extraordinary Nile civilization, from
their origins, achievements and conquests to their myths and most
unusual events.  Take this fascinating journey through 31 dynasties

and over 3,000 years of history.
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